RMT MD015 SERIES OF ULTRA-MINIATURE TECS IS AVAILABLE FOR LARGE-SCALE ORDERS

RMT Ltd. has successfully launched mass production of MD015 series of ultra-miniature TECs.

Earlier it was reported (announcement of September 21, 2017) about RMT development of a new MD015 series of ultra-miniature TECs that have planar dimensions less than 1.5 mm² and height 0.55 mm and even lower.

Further, at the end of 2018 (announcement of December 18, 2018) the new MD015 series was officially introduced into the list of specifications on the RMT website including TEC parameters, dimensions and performance curves. From that moment, the MD015 TECs have become available for small-scale orders.

The next step was to introduce the technology of the MD015 TECs assembling into mass production. To solve this difficult task, precision technological equipment was fabricated, TEC assembling technology was improved and required qualification tests were carried out.

As a result, today the MD015 series of ultra-miniature TECs is available for any large-scale orders. So, telecom equipment manufacturers are getting their hands on efficient ultra-small units for temperature stabilization of lasers or other optical and electronic devices.

Please contact RMT concerning MD015 Series of TECs and selection of the most optimal TEC solutions.

Web-link: https://rmtltd.ru/company/news/details/?id=266